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The XOOPS Development Team is happy to announce a release of two Feed Readers for RSS
and Atom:

XoopsHeadline 1.11 Final and Planet XML 2.10 Final

XoopsHeadline module is used to display RSS feeds on your website. It is typically used to
aggregate news feeds into a single location on your website. The headlines can be shown in the
XoopsHeadlines module or in a block on your site.

Download: GitHub

Development: GitHub

Tutorial: GitBook 

You can contribute to the tutorial, as well as provide translation, on GitHub XOOPS Docs

XOOPS Planet is a comprehensive PHP version of XML Feed Planet that handles XML feed
fetch, parse, display and archive for XOOPS, or "a flexible feed aggregator". It downloads news
feeds published by web sites and aggregates their content together into a single combined feed,
latest news first, incl. Atom

Key features:

1 articles are stored to local database and editable

2 Blogs are multiple-categorized

3 users can comment, rate blogs/articles

4 original author could be notified if his blog/articles are commented or tracked

5 users have their Xoops-based bookmars
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https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/xoopsheadline/releases
https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/xoopsheadline
https://www.gitbook.com/book/xoops/xoopsheadline-tutorial/
https://github.com/XoopsDocs/xoopsheadline-tutorial
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Download: GitHub

Development: GitHub

Tutorial: GitBook 

You can contribute to the tutorial, as well as provide translation, on GitHub XOOPS Docs

Hopefully in the near future, these two modules will be merged into one. Any volunteers for
doing that????? 

Check out XOOPS on GitHub: Let's Get involved!

https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/planet/releases
https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/planet
https://www.gitbook.com/book/xoops/planet-tutorial/
https://github.com/XoopsDocs/planet-tutorial
https://xoops.org/modules/news/article.php?storyid=6765
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Hopefully in the near future, these two modules will be merged into one. Any volunteers for
doing that????? 

Check out XOOPS on GitHub: Let's Get involved!
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